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Hardware Trojans in Integrated Circuits (ICs), that are inserted as hostile modifications in
the design phase and/or the fabrication phase, are a security threat since the
semiconductor manufacturing process is increasingly becoming globalized. These
Trojans are devised to stay hidden during standard structural and functional testing
procedures and only activate under pre-determined rare conditions (e.g., after a large
number of clock cycles or the assertion of an improbable net). Once triggered, they can
deliver malicious payloads (e.g., denial-of-service and information leakage attacks).
Current literature identifies a collection of logic Trojans (both trigger circuits and
payloads), but minimal research exists on memory Trojans despite their high feasibility.
Emerging Non-Volatile Memories (NVMs), such as Resistive RAM (RRAM), have special
properties such as non-volatility and gradual drift in bitcell resistance under a pulsing
voltage input that make them prime targets to deploy hardware Trojans. In this paper, we
present two delay-based and two voltage-based Trojan triggers using emerging NVM
(ENTT) by utilizing RRAM’s resistance drift under a pulsing voltage input. Simulations show
that ENTTs can be triggered by reading/writing to a specific memory address N times (N
could be 2,500–3,500 or a different value for each ENTT design). Since the RRAM is non-
volatile, address accesses can be intermittent and therefore stay undetected from system-
level techniques that can identify continuous hammering as a possible security threat. We
also present three reset techniques to de-activate the triggers. The resulting static/
dynamic power overhead and maximum area overhead incurred by the proposed
ENTTs are 104.24 μW/0.426 μW and 9.15 μm2, respectively in PTM 65 nm
technology. ENTTs are effective against contemporary Trojan detection techniques and
system level protocols. We also propose countermeasures to detect ENTT during the test
phase and/or prevent fault-injection attacks during deployment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Integrated Circuits (IC) are vulnerable against malicious modifications in the form of Hardware
Trojans (Bhunia and Tehranipoor, 2018) which can cause the ICs to perform a range of undesirable
operations post deployment. Hardware Trojans are ideally designed to evade pre-silicon verification
and post-silicon test. They are designed to remain dormant during the test phase and be triggered
only under the activation of a rare net/condition. Recently surfaced news regarding top US
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companies like Amazon and Apple being affected due to the
tampering of server motherboards by certain Chinese
manufacturers (Robertson and Riley, 2018) provides a strong
incentive to explore the risk of introducing malicious hidden
components during either the design or the manufacturing phase
of ICs.

In the past, multiple papers have explored and proposed
possible hardware Trojans, including their triggers and
payloads. A ‘content and timing’ based Trojan trigger,
proposed in (Test Time, 2018), is activated only when a pre-
determined pattern is input at a specific time by the adversary.
The Trojan, which is implemented in a Basys FPGA Board,
evades testing routines even when a correct trigger pattern is
fed as input since timing constraints may not be met. In (Hoque
et al., 2018), a Trojan, whose activation depends on writing a
specific pattern to one/few cells, is proposed for an embedded
SRAM. Once the pre-determined pattern is written to the cells
(acts as a trigger), the Trojan transistors (payload), which are
controlled by the trigger signal, are activated. The paper proposes
using an input pattern that does not feature in conventional
testing. But, when random input patterns are applied during
functional tests and Burn-in, there exists a non-trivial possibility
of activating the Trojan and revealing its presence. Additionally,
the practicality of the Trojan is limited due to the challenging
nature of inserting the Trojan transistors at an SRAM internal
node due to its compact bitcell footprint. This Trojan is also only
applicable for charge-based memories such as, as SRAM and
DRAM, since the charge stored at data nodes can be leveraged to
activate Trojan transistors. The design proposed in (Hoque et al.,
2018) is incompatible with emerging Non-Volatile Memories
(NVM) which rely on cell resistance/material magnetization to
represent stored data.

An efficient Trojan is small, controllable and undetectable. In
(Yang et al., 2016), an analog Trojan trigger named A2 is
presented. It is a controllable, stealthy and small capacitor-
based trigger that, when activated, inverts specific control-logic
bits and escalates the adversary’s privilege in the system. If A2 is
extended to a memory/NVM-based trigger, it is capacitor value
will have to be prohibitively high to endure a high number of
address accesses (hammerings) to remain undetected during
testing. In (Khan et al., 2019), a capacitive Trojan trigger is
proposed that activates when a pre-determined data input is
written to a pre-determined memory address and another pre-
determined memory address is accessed a large number of times.
The capacitor value employed in this work is high (~ 100 fF)
enough to endure a large number of address accesses (~ 260,
denoted byNtr in this work) that is needed to evade the test phase.
But this large capacitor increases the circuit footprint that makes
the Trojan detectable during optical testing. Moreover, the Trojan
is not controllable by the adversary and auto-resets (after
52.39 µs) once the address accesses are stopped.

Motivation for Emerging Non-Volatile
Memories-Based Trojan Triggers
Existing NVMTrojan triggers have certain shortcomings. Pattern
based Trojans such as, (M. N. I. Khan et al., 2019), may get

triggered inadvertently while A2-based triggers (K. Yang et al.,
2016), when extended to NVM, are constrained by large
capacitors that are detectable. Emerging NVMs possess unique
qualities that can be leveraged to overcome such restrictions while
presenting minimal energy and area overheads. In the case of
Resistive RAM (RRAM) (Chen et al., 2015) and phase Change
RAM (PCRAM) (Kim et al., 2011), the bitcell resistance drifts
gradually in accordance with the pulsing voltage input (i.e., width
and frequency of pulses).

In Figure 1, it is shown that the RRAM bitcell’s (employed in
this work) resistance grows by 2.21Ω each time a 2ns pulse of
1.2 V is applied across the bitcell. This gradually drifting
resistance, caused by repeated hammering with 1.2 V pulses,
can be leveraged to generate a trigger signal that can deliver a
payload. Trigger circuits using the unique qualities of emerging
NVM, such as, RRAM’s gradual resistance drift, can be exploited
by adversaries due to, 1) need of small footprint (ENTTs
proposed in this paper require at most 9.15 μm2) making them
hard to detect during the test phase; 2) requirement of a large
number of hammering pulses to assert the trigger (Ntr = 2,500 to
3,500 in this work); and 3) possession of controllability over the
attack initiation, duration, and reset i.e., the malicious payload
allows activation and de-activation at will of the adversary. Here,
Ntr refers to the number of times a specific pre-selected address
has to be accessed in order to activate the Trojan trigger.

ENTT and the Attack Model: The paper presents four
RRAM-based Trojan trigger circuits, two of which are based
on delay sensing (ENTT-1 in Figure 2A and ENTT2 in
Figure 2B), and two others based on voltage sensing (ENTT-3
in Figure 2C and ENTT-4 in Figure 2D). While ENTT-1 and
ENTT-3 are presented in (Nagarajan et al., 2019), we have
proposed two new designs in ENTT-2 (delay-based) and
ENTT-4 (voltage-based) to provide critical improvements in
trigger power consumption. .

Each ENTT takes a pre-determined address enable signal
(ENADD) as its input and outputs a trigger signal (VTrigger)

FIGURE 1 | Drift of RRAM resistance with pulsing signal (Nagarajan
et al., 2019).
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that delivers a malicious payload. VTrigger switches from low to
high when the specific address is accessed (written or read) at
least Ntr times. ENTTs (and other Trojan triggers) can be
maliciously inserted into an IC either during the design or
fabrication phase. By designing the ENTTs with a high Ntr,
through appropriate selection of RRAM’s initial resistance and
ENTT design, the triggers can pass randomized functional testing
and traditional March testing without detection. In order to
activate/reset the trigger, the adversary would need to hammer
a pre-selected address (details in Sections 3–6).

Note that the proposed Trojan triggers do not require
continuous address accesses since the RRAM is inherently
non-volatile and preserves its incremental change in resistance.
This allows the attacker to conceal the repeated accesses by only
intermittently accessing the pre-determined memory address and
hide from system-level hammering detection techniques.

A brief outline of each of the proposed trigger circuits (ENTT
1–4) and reset circuits (ENTTR 1–3) are presented below:

ENTT-1 and ENTT-2 (Delay-Based): The resistance drift
observed in RRAM during address hammering is leveraged by
these triggers to introduce an increase in path delay which is then
used to generate a glitch. The ENADD signal, that is used for
hammering, is the decoded signal for a specific address.
Therefore, ENADD is pulsed each time the pre-selected signal
is accessed. This decoded ENADD pulse is fed into two branches,
named as Branch T (Top) and Branch B (Bottom) of ENTT-1
(Figure 2A). In Branch T, an inverted signal (VEXT) of ENADD

with an extended ON period is generated (Figure 3). In Branch B,
ENADD is delayed with no other modification to generate VRRAM

(Figure 3). Whenever ENADD has a 0 → 1 shift, the resistance of
the RRAM in the RRAM-Inverter increases. This causes the 1→ 0
shift of VRRAM to slow down (i.e. the falling edge is delayed). If the
corresponding memory address is accessed Ntr times (ENADD has
Ntr pulses), the VRRAM’s 0→ 1 switch is slowed down sufficiently

to cause the AND gate to generate a glitch. If the width of the
generated glitch is adequately wide (greater than the propagation
delay of the SR latch), VTrigger is latched to HIGH. Note that an
additional inverter (not shown) is inserted after the RRAM-
inverter to ensure a clean output signal. ENTT-2 (Figure 2B)
proposed, is similar to ENTT-1 except that we have combined
RRAM inverter and level shifter circuit into a RRAM-level-
shifter. The RRAM bitcell is essentially embedded into the
level shifter. This saves leakage power of the trigger circuit
by 4.84X.

ENTT-3 and ENTT-4 (Voltage-based): The resistance drift
observed in RRAM during address hammering is leveraged by
these triggers to introduce a voltage change at a specific node
that is then leveraged by a voltage comparator to generate the
trigger signal. ENTT-3 (Nagarajan et al., 2019) utilizes a
resistance divider between NMOS/PMOS transistors and a
RRAM bitcell. The RRAM’s resistance increases each time
ENADD is asserted. This causes the voltage of the node between
the RRAM and the NMOS/PMOS to correspondingly drop.
This node voltage is fed into a comparator with a pre-
determined reference voltage as the other input. If the node
voltage drops under the reference voltage, the output of the
comparator shifts from 1 to 0. This 0 (LOW) signal is then
inverted and finally captured by an SR latch. ENTT-4 uses a
similar circuit as ENTT-3, except the voltage divider is
embedded in the level shifter. It is shown that the leakage
power of ENTT-4 is improved by 1.25X as compared to
ENTT-3.

Resetting the trigger: We also propose three reset
mechanisms which can be implemented for each of the
proposed ENTTs. We call them ENTT Reset (ENTTR-1, 2
and 3). ENTTR allows the attacker to discontinue the attack
(to stay undetected) and relaunch as desired. The ENTTR, in
essence, allows the attacker to undo the RRAM resistance drift by

FIGURE 2 | (A) ENTT-1, (B) ENTT-2, (C) ENTT-3, and (D) ENTT-4. A level shifter is needed since RRAM requires 2.2 V.
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hammering the RRAM in reverse polarity. This renders the
proposed Trojan triggers to be highly controllable and
undetectable.

Memory Trojan Payloads: When the trigger is activated, it
causes the VTrigger to be asserted. This trigger signal is then used to
launch malicious payloads such as information leakage attacks,
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, and fault injection attacks. The
exploration of payloads is brief in this work since memory
Trojans payloads have already been detailed in prior works
(Chakraborty et al., 2009; Khan et al., 2019; Nagarajan et al.,
2019).

Specifically, we have made the following contributions in
addition to (Nagarajan et al., 2019). We, 1) proposed a new
delay-based Trojan trigger (ENTT-2) and a new voltage-based
Trojan trigger (ENTT-4) by leveraging RRAM resistance drift; 2)
provided analysis of new triggers to show lower power
consumption compared to prior work (Nagarajan et al., 2019);
3) proposed two new Trojan reset mechanisms (ENTTR-2 and
ENTTR-3); 4) performed design space exploration of the newly
proposed trigger circuitry; 4) presented process variation analysis
for the newly proposed ENTTs to confirm that the trigger stays
inactive during the test phase even under worst-case corners; 5)
proposed new Error Correcting Code (ECC)-based
countermeasure for the proposed ENTTs and overhead analysis.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a
background of RRAM; Sections 3 describes the delay-based
and voltage-based ENTTs; Section 4 presents the proposed
resetting mechanisms of the Trojan triggers; Section 5
proposes countermeasures against the proposed triggers;
Section 6 presents a discussion on the practicality,
assumptions and limitations of the proposed trigger circuits;
Finally, Section 7 draws the conclusion.

2 BACKGROUND ON RESISTIVE RAM

2.1 Basics of Resistive RAM
An RRAM bitcell consists of oxide material between its Top
Electrode (TE) and Bottom Electrode (BE) as shown in Figure 4.
Its resistive switching is caused due to oxide breakdown (leading to

high resistance) and re-oxidation (leading to low resistance) of the
conductive filament (CF). The RRAM gap is defined as the distance
between the top electrode and the tip of the CF. By applying a
positive/negative voltage on the RRAM device, the gap will decrease/
increase due to the generation/recombination of oxygen vacancies at
the tip of CF. The CF allows the transportation of electrons in its
oxygen vacancies through electron hopping. The atomic hopping
distance is defined as the distance between primary electron donor
and final electron acceptor. This distance is split into a series of short
steps. RRAM’s two resistive states are named as High Resistance
State (HRS) and Low Resistance State (LRS). The operation of
switching the RRAM’s state to LRS (HRS) is termed as SET
(RESET). Further details regarding the operation of the RRAM
model implemented in this paper can be found in (P. Y. Chen et al.,
2015).

2.2 Resistive RAM Resistance Drift
In Figure 1, it is shown that the RRAM resistance gradually
increases as a pulsing voltage signal is applied across its
electrodes. Correspondingly, in Figure 4B, it is shown that
the RRAM resistance can be decreased if the polarity of the
pulsing voltage signal is reversed. This work leverages this
positive and negative resistance drift of RRAM to trigger the
Trojan (launch the attack) and to reset the Trojan (exit the
attack).

We have employed ASU’s RRAM Verilog-A model (Chen
et al., 2015) and PTM 65 nm technology for our ENTT design and
analysis. The RRAM used is a bipolar HfOx-based resistive
switching memory (Chen et al., 2015). The model parameters
used in this work are shown in Table 1. In this work, the initial
resistance of the RRAM cells are set to 47.7 KΩ.

3 ENTT DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Delay-Based Trojan Trigger
This section presents design and analysis of the delay-based
Trojan triggers ENTT-1 and ENTT-2. We have performed
detailed the design for ENTT-2 with critical improvements in
leakage-power consumption (details in Section 6.1).

FIGURE 3 | Glitch generation from outputs of Branch T and B(Nagarajan et al., 2019).
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3.1.1 ENTT-1: Design and Analysis (Nagarajan et al.,
2019)
ENTT-1 takes the tapped ENADD signal of a pre-selected address as
its input and generates a trigger signal (VTrigger) as its output after the
pre-selected address is accessed Ntr times (2,500–3,500) by the
adversary. This trigger assertion is caused by a special RRAM-
inverter module. Details regarding ENTT-1’s circuit architecture
and design space exploration can be found in (Nagarajan et al., 2019).

3.1.2 ENTT-2: Design and Analysis
ENTT-1 proposes a voltage level shifter followed by a RRAM-
inverter. We observe from ENTT-1 that contention helps to
increase RRAM resistance. Therefore, for ENTT-2, we have

embedded two RRAMs in the PMOS paths of a voltage level
shifter (instead of using an RRAM-inverter) since it inherently
contains a contention due to feedback connected PMOS. We call
this design RRAM-voltage level shifter (Figure 5).

Figure 6 shows that Ntr depends on the size of PMOS and
NMOS in the level shifter. We have considered (W/L) = 20
and 150 for PMOS and NMOS respectively for Ntr = 3114.
ENTT-2 design and operation is similar to ENTT-1 except the
usage of RRAM-voltage level shifter. Figure 7 shows the
timing waveform of Branch T, Branch B, VGlitch and
VTrigger.1000-point Monte-Carlo analysis with 3σ of 5% of
the RRAM’s initial resistance with a mean of 47.7 kΩ at T =
25C. Figure 8A and Figure 8B depict the process variation
(PV) distribution of the number of address accesses (i.e.
ENADD pulses) required to achieve 0.5 and 1 V of VGlitch

respectively. Figure 8C depicts the PV distribution of the
number of address accesses (Ntr) required for the SR latch to
capture VGlitch. Here the worst-case scenario is the PV

FIGURE 4 | (A) RRAM bitcell; and, (B) RRAM resistance drift (negative) with reverse pulsing signal (Nagarajan et al., 2019).

TABLE 1 | RRAM parameters used for simulations.

Parameter Value

Oxide Thickness 5 nm
RRAM Gap (min/max) 0.53nm/1.1 nm
Atomic Distance of Oxide 0.25 nm
Atomic Energy for Vacancy Generation 1.501eV
Atomic Energy for Vacancy Recombination 1.5eV

FIGURE 5 | ENTT-2: Delay-based trigger.

FIGURE 6 | ENTT-2: Design space exploration.
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instance where ENTT-2 is triggered with the lowest Ntr. The
lowest Ntr = 2120 observed for ENTT-2 under PV is large
enough to stay undetected during testing.

3.2 Voltage-Based Trojan Trigger
We present voltage-based Trojan triggers namely, ENTT-3
(Nagarajan et al., 2019) and ENTT-4 by leveraging the change
of resistance-divider-node voltage composed using RRAM
after the resistance drift. The proposed ENTT-4 provides
critical leakage-power consumption improvements (details
in Section 6.1).

3.2.1 ENTT-3: Design and Analysis (Nagarajan et al.,
2019)
ENTT-3 also takes the tapped ENADD signal as its input and
generates a trigger signal (VTrigger) as its output. This trigger
assertion is caused by a special RRAM-voltage divider and a
voltage comparator. Further details regarding the RRAM voltage
divider, and comparator design and space exploration can be
found in (Nagarajan et al., 2019).

3.2.2 ENTT-4: Design and Analysis
ENTT-4 utilizes the RRAM-voltage level shifter and leverages the
voltage divisionwith respect to RRAMresistance to realize the trigger.
We use the RRAM level-shifter designed for ENTT-2 as shown in
Figure 5. The voltage drop across the RRAM bitcell is detected by
feeding the VRRAM signal into the comparator circuit to be compared
with the VREF (695mV in this work) signal. Simulation results
(Figure 9) indicate that we achieve a sense margin of 103mV
and ENTT-4 triggers with Ntr = 3312 for (W/L) of PMOS = 15
and NMOS = 200. Additionally, we conducted a 1000-point Monte-
Carlo analysis with same setup as the previous ENTTs and prove that
the worst case Ntr of 2,170 (Figure 10) evades the test phase.

4 ENTT RESET MECHANISMS

In order to ensure that the VTrigger signal stays asserted, we
employ an SR latch. To ensure controllability and stealthiness

FIGURE 7 | ENTT-2: Timing waveforms showing Branch T and B
outputs, VGlitch and VTrigger.

FIGURE 8 | Process variation analysis of ENTT-2. (A), (B) and (C) shows the distribution of Ntr for VGlitch to reach 0.5 and 1 V and to capture VGlitch by the SR latch
respectively.

FIGURE 9 | ENTT-4: Output of RRAM voltage divider embedded in level-
shifter and sense margin of ENTT-4.
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of the ENTT designs, the adversary should be able reset the
trigger at will. In this paper, we propose three reset circuits
which mainly consists of two operations: 1) reset the RRAM
resistance to its initial state (47.7Ω in this paper); and 2) reset
the SR latch by generating a reset glitch.

4.1 Resetting the Resistive RAM Resistance
In order to reset the ENTT’s SR latch from 1 to 0, it is reset (R) input
needs to be asserted. This can be achieved by generating a secondary
glitch (i.e. reset glitch). However, VGlitch (for ENTT-1 and ENTT-2)
can be generated again or the comparator (for ENTT-3 and ENTT-
4) can output a “0” again due to a single read/write to the pre-
selected address. This causes the output of the SR latch to be
inadvertently SET again. Therefore, the RRAM resistance needs
to be reset to its initial resistance (47.7Ω) in order to completely
disable the trigger. Once the RRAM resistance is reset, in order to
restart the attack, the adversary will hammer the address again (for
Ntr times) to change the RRAM resistance and re-assert VTrigger.

Details regarding RRAM’s resistance reset operation are elaborated
in (Nagarajan et al., 2019).

4.2 Resetting the SR Latch
In order to reset ENTT’s SR latch, a reset glitch needs to be
generated and fed as R signal into the latch.We present 3 different
mechanisms to reset the ENTTs:

1) Design and analysis of ENTTR-1 (for all ENTTs):A secondary
circuit similar to the attack circuit (ENTT 1/2/3/4) can be used to
generate the reset signal. Additional details regarding the
operation of ENTTR-1 can be found in (Nagarajan et al., 2019).

2) Design and analysis of ENTTR-2 (applicable to only ENTT-2/
ENTT-4):ENTT-2 inherently contains twoRRAMswhich can be
leveraged to generate both set and reset signals of SR latch
simultaneously. Figure 11 depicts the reset implementation
using ENTTR-2. Adversary hammers address, ADD1 and the
resistance of both RRAMs of ENTT-2 increases. VTrigger is
asserted after Ntr = 3114 cycles of hammering and the attack

starts. To stop the attack, the adversary hammers: 1) ADD2 forC1

(≤NTr) cycles which lowers the resistance of RRAM2 of ENTT-
2 (Figure 5). This ensures that even if ADD1 is hammered C1

cycles more, there will be no VGlitch; 2) ADD1 again for C1 cycles
which increases the resistance of both RRAMs. VGlitch is still 0
however,VReset incurs a glitch which resets the SR-latch; 3) ADD2
and then, ADD3 to reset both the RRAMs to its lower resistance.

The advantage of ENTTR-2 is that it incurs lower area
overhead compared to ENTTR-1 when implemented for
ENTT-2 and ENTT-4 since it does not require any additional
reset RRAMs. Since both ENTT-2 and ENTT-4 utilize the same
RRAM-voltage level shifter (Figure 5), ENTTR-2 can also be
implemented for ENTT-4.

3) Design and analysis of ENTTR-3 (applicable to all ENTTs):
We have shown in Figure 4B that the RRAM resistance reduces

FIGURE 11 | Implementation of ENTTR-2 for ENTT-2.

FIGURE 10 | Process variation analysis of ENTT-4 to capture
comparator output by the SR latch.
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under a reverse pulsing current. We leverage this observation to
propose ENTTR-3 (Figure 12) which is similar to ENTT-1
design except the RRAM terminals are flipped so its initial
resistance is high. Therefore, VRRAM and VEXT will have an
initial overlap and the NOR output of these two signal will be 0
(Figure 13).

However, the resistance of RRAM of ENTT-3 reduces as
ADD1 is hammered and 1 → 0 transition of VRRAM becomes
faster. Finally, 1 → 0 transition of VRRAM occurs before 0 → 1
transition of VEXT and both inputs to the NOR gate becomes
low. Therefore, the NOR gate will output a 1 which is used to
reset the SR latch. Interestingly, both set and reset signal can
be generated simultaneously from ENTT-2 by flipping one of
the RRAMs and keeping its resistance high initially. For
ENTT-3/ENTT-4 (Figure 12B), one comparator is needed
which has the VRRAM node pre-charged to ground. Only when
the reset RRAM is hammered and its resistance is lowered,
VRRAM node will charge more than the reference voltage and
the comaparator outputs a 1. This can be used as reset signal
for the latch. Note that this design has two RRAMs and
therefore requires three ENADD to correctly set and reset
the attack (similar to ENTT-1/2).

4.3 Overhead Analysis of ENTTR
The reset techniques as described above include: 1) resetting the
RRAM resistance, and 2) generating the reset (R) signal for the SR
latch. The power consumption to reset the 1 RRAM bitcell (in any
ENTT) is equal to writing 1 bit of data to ‘0’ value. In a 0.5 GB
RRAM memory array, there are 4 × 109 bits and therefore the
power consumption for SET/RESET operations of 1 RRAM bit
(from the ENTT) is negligible. Furthermore, generating the reset
signal (R) incurs no additional circuitry for ENTTR-2. Therefore,
the power and area overheads of the ENTTR-2 is negligible since
we simply leverage the second RRAM that is already present in our
ENTT-2/3 designs to generate the reset (R) signal for the SR latch.
ENTTR-3 uses one additional block of any ENTT to gereate the
reset signal. Therefore, the power and area overheads of ENTTR-3
are equal to the metrics of any one of the ENTTs as shown in
Table 2.

5 COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST ENTT

ENTTs are designed to evade functional and structural testing. As
detailed in (Nagarajan et al., 2019), they are effective against
ATPG, Side Channel Analysis (SCA), detection by inspection,

FIGURE 12 | ENTTR-3 implementation for (A) ENTT-1 and 2; (B) ENTT-3 and 4.

FIGURE 13 | Reset glitch generation waveform for ENTTR-3.
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detection through March tests, wear leveling techniques,
hammering detection routines, and detection by ECC. A few
countermeasures such as, address scrambling, a small validated
ECC, and analysis of memory images have also been described
(Nagarajan et al., 2019). Here we propose two additional
techniques, and validate their effectiveness through simulations.

1) Voltage/temperature modification to screen Trojan:
Simulation results show that increasing the operating
voltage (VDD) speeds up RRAM’s resistance drift. This
causes the ENTT to be triggered earlier than adversary
desires and be detected during the test phase. Similarly,
simulations also indicate that increasing the temperature
speeds up RRAM’s resistance drift. Figure 14 and
Figure 15 show the effect of temperature and voltage
variation respectively in each of the ENTTs.

2) ECC Scrambling: To prevent an attacker from adding
malicious Trojans to tamper the ECC bits, we propose
scrambling of the ECC columns between different address
rows using hardware bit swizzling. Two cases are possible:

Case 1: Hardwired swizzling.
Figure 16A shows hardwired swizzling of the ECC columns

between neighboring 64-byte address lines. CASE-1 assumes that
the adversary is in the design house and has access to the layouts.
This case carries no area or power overhead.

Case 2: MUX controlled swizzling.
An adversary present in the fabrication house can examine the

layout of the chip to detect any hardwired swizzling between the ECC
bits. The adversary can then ensure that the right ECC bit is tampered
to avoid ENTT attack detection. To address this concern, we propose
a fuse-programmable swizzling. We implement two 2-input MUXes
that take in the ECC bits of adjacent rows and stores them in two
corresponding ECC columns depending on a “Select” bit (S)
determined post fabrication. If the adversary fails to guess the
select bit correctly, any fault in ECC and memory word will get
detected due to scrambling. We have designed a 65-nm NAND
implementation of the 2-input MUX as shown in Figure 16B. The
W/L ratio of both the PMOS and NMOS transistors are set to 1. The
average power consumed for all combinations of the 2 ECC bit inputs
and Select Signal (S) is found to be 97nW and the total area overhead
is 27.04 pm2.

6 DISCUSSIONS

6.1 Comparison of ENTTs
Table 2 outlines critical performance metrics of each ENTT. We
conclude that ENTT-1 is more power/area hungry compared to
the others. Furthermore, the delay-based triggers (ENTT-1 and 2)
are susceptible to process variation as compared to the voltage-
based triggers (ENTT-3 and 4). Among the delay-based ENTTs
(1 and 2), the newly proposed ENTT-2 reduces static power by
79.32%, and incurs an area increase of 36.9%. Among the voltage
based ENTTs (3 and 4), the newly proposed ENTT-3 reduces
static power by 25.3%, and incurs an area increase of 163%. Note
that static power is the most critical metric in designing stealthy
Trojan triggers since the Trojans lie dormant throughout the test
phase. Therefore, reducing the static power reduces the risk of
detection during testing through power side channel analysis.
This static power for all ENTTs can be further significantly
decreased by power gating the trigger using ENADD. Note that

TABLE 2 | Comparison of different ENTTs.

Parameter ENTT-1 ENTT-2 ENTT-3 ENTT-4

Dynamic Power (mW) 0.426 0.215 0.024 0.096
Static Power (μW) 104.24 21.55 53.48 42.68
Energy/hammer (pJ) 2.1 1.1 0.12 0.48
Area (μm2) 6.68 9.15 3.06 8.06
Target Ntr 2,890 3,114 2,874 3,312
Worst-Case Ntr 1890 2,120 2,820 2,170

FIGURE 14 | Effect on Ntr due to temperature variation.

FIGURE 15 | Effect on Ntr due to voltage across RRAM variation (at
25 °C).
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the static power overhead and the maximum area in the ENTTs
proposed in (Nagarajan et al., 2019) are 104.24 μW and 6.68μm2,
respectively. Among the newly introduced ENTT-2 and ENTT-4, the
maximum area and static power overhead are 9.15μm2 and 42.68 μW
respectively. Note that all of these values are less than 0.001% each
considering typical memory area and static power (M. Chang et al.,
2013). The area measurements for the proposed ENTT designs were
calculated from their layout.Figure 17 depicts the layout schematic of
the RRAM voltage level shifter block that has been implemented in
the newly proposed ENTT designs. Note that, in addition to the area
from the layout, the total area includes the area of the RRAM bitcells,
and additional logic (e.g., inverter chains and/or comparators) which
are hidden in the midlogic region (Bhattacharya et al., 2008) of the
memory array.

6.2 ENTT Comparison With Existing
Literature
Table 3 presents the performance metrics of ENTTs under the
worst-case scenario with previously published sequential triggers. In
(T. Hoque et al., 2018), a trigger with significantly lower design
overhead is presented. But, the trigger is activated after writing a
specific pattern to a specific address just once. This trigger is also
restricted to charge-based memories. Furthermore, bitcell
modifications are practically infeasible in SRAM cells due to their
high density.

The ENTTs presented in this paper can be implemented for a
wide range of NVMs. The ENTT’s dynamic and static power are
higher by 97.6X and 118.6X respectively, but has a significantly lower
area (0.06X) as compared to (Khan et al., 2019). Moreover, ENTTs

FIGURE 16 | (A) ECC swizzle design to prevent corruption and ensure ENTT attack detection. (B) 2-input MUX implementation using NAND gates for ECC column
selection. Addr1 and Addr2 represent 2 adjacent address rows.

FIGURE 17 | Layout schematic of the RRAM voltage level shifter block in the proposed ENTT-2 and ENTT-4 designs.

TABLE 3 | Comparison of various Sequential Triggers (Nagarajan et al., 2019).

Parameter This work Khan et al. (2019) Yang et al. (2016) Hoque et al. (2018)

Dynamic Power (μW) 426 4.363 16,550 —

Static Power (μW) 104.24 0.879 6,210 —

Energy/hammer (nJ) 0.002 87.26 — 1e-6
Area (μm2) 9.15 203.5 ~1680 —

Target NSET 2,874 260 — 1
Worst-Case NSET 1890 — — —
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incur 0.026X, 0.017X and 0.005X lower dynamic power, static power
and area respectively as compared to (K. Yang et al., 2016).

6.3 Memory Trojan Payload
Payloads for memory trojans have been extensively studied
and some key examples are shown in (Nagarajan et al., 2019).
These payloads can mainly be categorized to deliver
information leakage attacks, fault injection attacks, and
denial-of-service attacks. These attacks can reveal sensitive
data such as page-table information, allow attackers to
perform differential fault analysis on cryptographic
systems, and prevent write capabilities for a victim. For the
sake of brevity, we restrict our discussion on the topic.

7 CONCLUSION

We proposed four different Emerging NVM Trojan Trigger
(ENTT) designs by leveraging RRAM’s unique characteristics.
These triggers have special features including, 1) the ability to
start and end the attack at will, 2) a negligible area overhead to
prevent detection using optical inspection, 3) avoiding detection
through conventional testing due to need of a large number of
pre-selected address accesses, and 4) evading system-level
hammer detection techniques due to RRAM’s inherent non-
volatility. We present the circuit, design space exploration, and
process variation analysis of additional ENTT flavors that offer
critical power improvements compared to previously proposed
ENTT designs. Additionally, new novel reset mechanisms are

presented for the proposed ENTTs. This attack surface can be
potentially used to launch malicious payloads such as, DoS, fault
injection, and information leakage attacks. Finally, effective
countermeasures against all the ENTT flavors and their area/
power overheads are presented.
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